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• A homonym is a word with two or more senses (meanings), where at least 

two of the senses come from different etymologies. Homonyms are the 

coarsest level of granularity (the scale or level of detail). 

• Etymology is the origin of a word and the historical development of its 

meaning.

• Word Sense Disambiguation is the process of identifying the appropriate 

sense of a word with multiple senses. 

• WordNet is a fine-grained online dictionary that contains every sense of a 

homonym.

• The Oxford English Dictionary contains a smaller range of senses, but also 

has etymologies of each sense. 

• Navigli’s clustering is an algorithm created to cluster similar WordNet 

senses. 

Introduction

Objective
To create a system that can identify the appropriate sense of a homonym based 

upon the word’s context within a text.

Methods

Results

• As illustrated by figure 5, the overall creation and 

mapping of the homonym list resulted in a reduction in 

the granularity of WordNet senses to the coarsest 

linguistically feasible level. 

• The additional components of the homonym list, such 

as synonyms, French translations and etymology, will 

be used to identify the appropriate meaning. 

• One example of how the components will be used is 

with French translations. As seen in our data, word 

senses with distinct etymologies tend to translate 

differently across languages. This is illustrated in rows 2 

and 3 of figure 2. 

• By using this idea, we can look at the French translation 

of the sentence, and figure out what homonym class that 

instance belongs to through the differences in 

translation. 

• Additional homonyms must be also added to the list as 

there are more than 806 homonyms within the English 

language.
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Development of a Word Sense Disambiguation System

1. To start with, queries (text files) of 

every Oxford sense were created.

2. These queries were then run through 

a program called homonym resource 

that organized and outputted raw data 

into a spreadsheet.

3. Manual annotations for etymology 

and synonyms were added to the 

spreadsheet as additional components 

for the system’s identification of 

homonyms.

4. The spreadsheet was then run 

through another program to discard 

any words with a single etymology.

5. This process resulted in a list of 

homonyms.
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Figure 4: A small sample of the spreadsheet produced by Oxford to WordNet mapping 

• With this method a list of  806 homonyms was created

• WordNet is the standard inventory for word sense disambiguation, so we 

had to map the WordNet senses to our homonym classes from Oxford.

• To resolve this issue of mapping, the larger range of WordNet senses were 

mapped to a clustering of senses, nicknamed Navigli’s clustering, which 

were then mapped to one of the broader Oxford senses. 
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Figure 3: Visualization of Oxford to WordNet Mapping

Conclusions

Figure 2: A small sample from Homonym List: the list of 806 homonyms. 
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Figure 1: Visualization of the process of creating 

a homonym list. 
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Figure 5: Bar graph illustrating the reduction in granularity level of senses


